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Introduction

Myrmarachne formicaria is a non-native ant-mimicking spider (AMS) from the
family Salticidae (jumping spiders) that was first recorded in New York in 2006
(Gall and Edwards, 2016). Little is known about its natural history in its native
range in Europe and Asia or in its newly colonized range in North America. Some
spider species are Batesian mimics that resemble ants in order to avoid being
eaten, since many potential predators will not prey on ants. As M. formicaria
expands its range in North America, it is important to understand its interactions
with other native species. The aim of this study was to assess the effectiveness of
Batesian mimicry in M. formicaria. This was done by staging encounters with a
larger salticid spider species that could be a potential predator of M. formicaria.
The outcomes of these encounters were compared to trials using ants and nonmimic salticid spiders. If M. formicaria does benefit from ant mimicry, we would
expect a lower mortality rate than non mimic spiders (NMS). To determine if M.
formicaria’s ant resemblance also allows it to avoid aggression from ants we also
staged encounters between ant mimicking spiders and two different species of
ants.

Trial Procedure
All spider and ant specimens used during stages trials
were collected in Geneseo, and Livonia, NY. Each
arena consisted of a petri dish with sides coated with
vaseline, and videos were recorded for 3 minutes or
stopped early when a subject was killed. The predator
spider was always introduced first and given one
minute to acclimate to the dish before another subject
was added. Each individual predator spider held trials
with each of the subjects, but never on the same day.
Two species of predator spider were used, Eris militaris
(EM) and Phidippus aurax (PA). Trials were also staged
with ant-mimicking spiders and two types of ants,
Formica glacialis and Formica exsectoides (a more
aggressive ant species). All individual ants were only
used in one trial. All individuals were kept on a
consistent diet of flightless fruit flies each week.

Methods
Data Analysis
The behaviors displayed in the video
recordings were analyzed using
Behavioral Observation Research
Interactive Software (BORIS) (Friard and
Gamba, 2020). The duration and number
of times each behavior was displayed
was scored using this program. The
behaviors analyzed were “attacking”,
“killing”, “pursuing”, “fleeing”, “targeting”,
“chelicerae movement”, and “abdomen
movement.” Data were visualized and
analyzed using R (R Core Team, 2018)
and RStudio (RStudio Team, 2015).
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Discussion

Results
Figure 1. Non mimic
spiders were killed
significantly more than
ants and antmimicking spiders
when paired with EM
predators. (Fisher's
Exact Test for Count
Data: p = 0.016).
However, when paired
with PA predators,
only one lethal attack
was observed (not
shown).

Figure 2. Fleeing
behavior is not
significantly different
between AMS and
NMS (p = 0.071),
AMS and ant (p =
0.505), but is
significant between
NMS and Ant (p =
0.006) (TukeyHSD).

Figure 4. Average
duration of
chelicerae
movement in ant
mimics is
significantly higher
in those that
survived than were
killed when paired
with a predator
(Wilcoxon Rank
Sum Test: W = 63,
p-value = 0.032).

Figure 3. Average
duration of abdomen
movement in ant
mimics is
significantly higher in
those that survived
than were killed
when paired with a
predator (Wilcoxon
Rank Sum Test: W =
75.5, p-value =
0.003).

Non-mimicking spiders were much more likely to get killed by EM predators than
either ant-mimicking spiders or ants (Figure 1). In contrast, another predator, PA,
showed little aggression toward any of the subjects. This species was collected
later in the fall, and may have been less motivated to feed, causing its lower
activity levels. With increased time in captivity, however, EM predators did exhibit
more aggression, as repeat trials with AMS resulted in more death in November
than in October (data not shown). Certain behaviors exhibited by AMS were
associated with a higher likelihood of survival. Those that engaged in more
aggressive displays, such as movement of their abdomen and/or chelicerae,
survived more than those who did not, while fleeing had little correlation with
survival (Figures 2, 3, 4). This finding suggests the act of ant-mimicking as a
defense against predators, since ants typically behave aggressively when
provoked by predator spiders. When performing trials with ants and ant mimics,
we found that little interaction occurred when using the ant species F. glacialis.
However, F. exsectoides was far more aggressive, with a higher rate of attacks,
though they killed NMS more often than AMS (Figure 5). This could have been
caused by the size difference between NMS and AMS, since larger spiders have
a better chance of defending themselves. Overall, AMS resemblance to ants in
both appearance and behavior may indeed relate to their ability to survive against
spider predators and ants. The variation in how they display these behaviors
likely contributes to their individual success against danger.

The major constraint in this experiment is the small sample size. Since we
were restricted by the change of the seasons, our trials were limited by the
number of non-mimicking spiders we could catch before cold temperatures set
in. Nonetheless, our findings provide key insight into the behavioral
encounters of ant-mimicking spiders and are a step toward understanding how
they interact with other animals in this non-native environment.
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